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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

Electron-electron scattering resistivity of lithium 
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Cavendish Laboratory, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK 

Received 3 October 1991. in final form 13 December 1991 

Abstract. The identification ofthe 9R rhombohedralstructure asthe low-temperature phase 
of lithium offers a resolution of the longstanding order-of-magnitude discrepancy between 
theory and experiment for the electron-electron scattering resistivity. In the 9R structure. 
the Fermi surface of monovalent lithium has many intersections with the Brillouin zone 
boundaries. This implies polyvalent-like behaviour for the electron pseudo-wavefunctions, 
which leadsto an order-ofmagnitude increase in the calculated electron-electron scattering 
resistivity. 

Considerable progress has been made in recent years in our understanding of the 
electron-electron scattering contribution to the electrical and thermal resistivitiesof the 
non-transition metals (for reviews, see Kaveh and Wiser 1984, Wiser 1984, 1989). The 
low-temperature electrical resistivity of the non-transition metals is dominated by the 
electron-electron scattering term p , ( T ) ,  which varies quadratically with temperature, 
i.e. 

p , ( T )  = A , T 2 .  (1) 
Measurements and calculations of A ,  have now been carried out for a number of non- 
transition metals, with generally good agreement between theory and experiment (for 
detailed references, see Kaveh and Wiser 1984). 

The case of lithium, however, stands out as an anomaly. The experimental value of 
A,, for Li, which has been confirmed in several laboratories (Krill 1971, Sinvani et a1 
1981,Yuetal1983),isincompletecontradictiontothe bestcalculatedvalue (MacDonald 
etall981): 

A,,(Li) = 3.0 pQ cm K-’ 
A,,(Li) = 0.21 pQ cm K-’ 

(experiment) 

(theory). 
( 2 )  

This striking discrepancy has not, of course, passed unnoticed, but previous attempts to 
explain it (Sinvani era1 1981) have not been satisfactory (Zhao ern1 1986). 

Here we propose a resolution of the discrepancy in equation (2)  by utilizing the 
finding of Overhauser (1984) that at low temperatures, lithium transforms into the 9R 
structure (which is also that of the rare-earth metal Sm). Thislow-temperature structure 
of Li isvery different from the BCC lattice that characterizes the other alkalis. Ashcroft 
(1989) has recently shown that the 9R structure resolves some longstanding anomalies 
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in the optical properties of Li. This structure can also explain the low-temperature 
electrical properties of Li. 

The argument given here to resolve the enormous discrepancy in values of A ,  
between theory and experiment for Li is based on the fact that the primitive rhombo- 
hedral unit cell of the 9R structure contains three atoms. Therefore. monovalent Li has 
three electrons per unit cell (exactly as does AI, with one trivalent atom per FCC unit 
cell). This implies that the Fermi surface intersects the Brillouin zone boundaries 
in many places, which is the characteristic feature of the pseudo-wavefunction of a 
polyvalent metal. As a result, the pseudo-wavefunction of monovalent Li is similar to 
that of a non-transition polyvalent metal, rather than that of an alkali metal. We shall 
see that this leads to an order-of-magnitude enhancement of the calculated coefficient, 
A,. in (1 ) .  thus bringing the calculated value into accord with the experimental value. 

Thepioneering'modern-era'calculationofA,, forthe non-transition metalsissurely 
that of Lawrence and Wilkins (1973), who wrote A,, as a product 

A,, = AoA ( 3 )  
where the dimensionless quantity A is called the 'fractional Umklapp scattering'. The 
usefulness of (3) stems from the fact that A.  depends primarily on the free-electron 
properties of the metal (i.e. on the basic electron-electron scattering rate), whereas A 
dependson the deviations from free-electron behaviour (i.e. on the fact that the electron 
pseudo-wavefunction may not be approximated by a single plane wave). Indeed, if the 
conduction electrons were truly free and describable by a single plane wave, then A and 
hence A,, would vanish, even though A.  # 0. 

The determination ofAo requiresa comprehensive many-body analysis. MacDonald 
el al(l981) have carried out such a calculation for the alkali metals. For Li, they find 

A,  = 4 pQ cm K-*. (4) 
The heart of the present discussion of Li lies in the determination of A, the fractional 

Umklapp scattering. The value of A for the alkali metals differs markedly from its valuc 
for the polyvalent metalsfor thefollowingreason.The(unnormalized)electronpseudo- 
wavefunction, vk(r), may be expanded into a sum of plane waves 

vk(,.) = eik ' r  + 2 c, ei(k+c.).r ( 5 )  
n 

whcre the G, are the non-zero reciprocal lattice vectors. Lawrence and Wilkins (1973) 
have shown that the fractional Umklapp scattering, A, depends on the magnitude of the 
coefficients 1 C,/*. If yk(r) were to be approximated by a single plane wave, with all the 
C. set equal to zero, then A = 0. Thus. it is precisely the deviation from single plane- 
wave behaviour for the electron pseudo-wavefunction that determines the magnitude 
of A. 

For the alkalis-monovalent metals that crystallize in the BCC structure-the Fermi 
surface does not intersect the Brillouin zone boundaries. Therefore, a single plane wave 
is quite a good approximation to q,(r), with only very small corrections arising from the 
sum over the non-zero reciprocal lattice vectors indicated in ( 5 ) .  Since the coefficients 
C, are smaN, so is A. The detailed calculations of MacDonald et nl(1981) yield values 
for A for alkali metals in the range, 

A - 0.02-0.05 (6) 
where the alkalis have, of course, been assumed to have a ~ccstructure .  
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For the polyvalent metals, the situation is very different. The Fermi surface intersects 
the Brillouinzone boundariesin many places,soalmost everywhereon the Fermi surface 
at least one of the C, is of the order of unity. As a result, the value of A is much larger 
than for the alkalis. Lawrence and Wilkins (1973) calculated A for several non-transition 
polyvalent metals (Al. In, Mg, Zn, Cd) and found values in  the range 

A - 0.4-0.6 (7) 
which is a full order of magnitude larger than the range of values for the alkali metals 

Although the calculation of Lawrence and Wilkins is not reliable in detail, there can 
be no doubt that there exists an order-of-magnitude difference between the value of A 
for the alkali metals and that for the polyvalent metals. 

For lithium, the argument is now straightforward. At low temperatures, lithium 
transforms into the 9R crystal structure with three atoms and hence three electrons per 
unit cell. This impIies that the electron pseudo-wavefunctions of Li resemble those of a 
polyvalent metal. Therefore, the value of A for Li will be given by (7), rather than (6). 
Taking A = 0.5, according to (7), immediately leads to 

(6). 

A , , = A A , = 0 . 5 x 4 p R c m K - 2 = 2 p R c m K - 2  (8) 
which is in quite reasonable agreement with the experimental value for Li of A ,  = 
3 . 0 p R ~ m K - ~ .  
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